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REGISTRATION FORM
Dear Parent,
We at EdTerra, are truly excited to have your child on board with us on our exciting, interest-centric GoDirect summer adventure camp.
We would like to assure you of an outstanding summer of fun and learning for your child, that will have an posistive impact in myraid
ways. For your child’s safety and well being, we request you to go through the registration form and duly complete it by providing
accurate information. If you have any queries with regard to the content of its form, please give us call at 011-48885800 or write to
us at godirect@edterra.com.
We thank you for your support and look forward to providing your child with a meaningful and memorable summer experience.
EdTerra welcomes you aboard!

EdTerra Go Direct Camps:
Our camps have been handpicked by our team
of outdoor adventure experts. For each campus
a team of experts conduct thorough due
diligence, ensuring the best of camp infrastructure, safety standards and camp equipment.
Each camp is manned by qualified male and
female instructors. Most importantly, each
camp has a 24x7 doctor on call, essential
medical equipment and supplies, and a hospital
within 45-90 minutes of driving distance.
However, if your child has any special medical
needs, be sure to send him/her prepared and
inform us of the same.

Accomodation & Food:
As we teach your child to adapt to the natural
environment, we encourage them to experience
camp setting in the best possible way. Participants share tents that offer clean, basic sleeping
facilities. Some of our campuses do have
attached washrooms but most of our camp sites
have separate washroom blocks. Boys and girls
have separate accommodation and washrooms.
EdTerra provides nutritious, healthy and
wholesome meals, and the pantry is open to all
participants at any time of the day.

Travel Safety & Comfort:
We respect your concern for safety during travel
and EdTerra’s operations team ensures safety
and supervision at all times. All travel by
bus/train/car is done under the supervision of
travel experts. We have our pool of trusted
vendors who provide well-maintained vehicles
and reliable drivers.

Register on www.edterra.com

Safety:
Safety for EdTerra is embedded in each and
every process, be it selection of a campsite, hiring
of manpower, purchase of equipment, selection
of vendors, choice of a route or a design of a
program. We at EdTerra constantly work towards
ensuring the same.
For our outdoor camps, we have the mandatory
first-aid facilities, manpower trained in first-aid,
standby vehicle and doctor on call. However,
please do note that the participants will be
involved in a number of activities and will camp
out in the wilderness. Depending on the campus,
they may even be near a river. Participants stay in
tents and depending on the weather and the
altitude, they may be exposed to wet or cold
conditions or to other natural hazards. To help us
deliver a meaningful experience, please ensure
that your child is mentally prepared to participate
in the program. Also, please respect our rules and
convey the same to your child.
Do not let them carry more money than specified.
Do not allow them to carry valuables & mobile
phones, unless specified. If found on campus the
same shall be confiscated.
Do not send any food items/ tuck with them,
unless the participant has food related allergies.

Consumption of abusive substances like cigarette,
alcohol or drugs is prohibited on campus. Any kind
of indulgence in the same will result in immediate
expulsion of the particpiant from the campsite.
Participants need to take care of their own
belongings. EdTerra shall not be held responsible
for any loss.
Respect for EdTerra’s property is of prime
importance. Damaging furniture, writing on
walls, tearing tents, etc will be dealt with strictly.
Parents are expected to reimburse the cost in
case camp property is damaged intentionally.
Participants must bring clothes as per EdTerra’s
“To-Pack” list. Girls must not carry any heels/
short skirt/or sleeveless/ low neck clothes. Boys
are not permitted to roam around in their vests.
EdTerra operates in wilderness areas where
internet /phone connectivity is intermittent. This
may result in a delay in providing updates.
We are excited to have your child onboard this
exciting adventurous journey. We shall endeavour to provide a program that is truly rewarding; a
program that makes your child’s summer truly
meaningfull and proves to be a stepping stone in
your child’s journey called “LIFE”.

Participants must pack their belongings in a
shoulder bag or rucksack, not a suitcase.
Participants cannot abuse or physically hurt a
peer or adults. Such behavior will attract serious
action. Any kind of indulgence in the same will
result in immediate expulsion of the particpiant
from the campsite.
Ensure that the participant has got a tetanus shot
before he/ she is on the program.

Or call +91- 9711 615 892 for assistance
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PARTICIPANT’S DETAILS (please write in capital letters)
Name

Gender
M

D

Photo

Place of Birth

Date of Birth
D

F

M M

Y

Y

School

Class

State

Residential Address

Landline Telephone (MUST)

Pin code

Mobile

Email ID

Meal Preference
Veg.

Non Veg.

Gluten-Free Diet

PARENT’S DETAILS
Mother’s Name

Profession

Organisation

Mobile

Email ID

Designation

Father’s Name

Profession

Organisation

Mobile

Email ID

Designation

Specify the number on which you would like to receive the SMS’s from EdTerra

SELECT YOUR CAMP AND DATES
Program Code (refer to the Schedule)

Select the Activity:
A) Big Adventure

9 – 11 yrs

B) CSI

12 – 14 yrs

C) Astronomy

12 – 14 yrs

14 – 16 yrs

D) Photography

12 – 14 yrs

14 – 16 yrs

E) Fearless

14 – 16 yrs

Register on www.edterra.com

Or call +91- 9711 615 892 for assistance
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
NO

Has your child been on an EdTerra journey before through school ? YES
If no, then how did you hear about us?
School

Friends

Social Media

Newspaper

Parents

Teachers

If other, please give details

MEDICAL DETAILS
Blood Group

Motion Sickness?

YES

NO

Sleep Walking?

YES

NO

Bedwetting?

YES

NO

Has the participant received an Anti-Tetanus shot in the last 6 months ?

YES

NO

If no, please note that Tetanus Shot before the program is compulsory for all participants.
Does the participant suffer from Asthma?

YES

NO

Does the participant suffer from Epilepsy?

YES

NO

If yes, please attach a detailed history of the child, with the medicines and a clearance from your doctor that the child is fit to participate in the program.
Does the participant suffer from any heart related problems? YES

NO

If yes, please attach a detailed history of the child, with the medicines and a clearance from your doctor stating that the child is fit to participate
in the program. EdTerra reserves the right to refuse participation if not satisfied with the case history.
Has the participant had any bone/muscle injury or a fracture recently ?

YES

NO

If yes, please give details
Is the participant allergic to anything ?

YES

NO

If yes, please give details
Is the participant taking any form of medication ?

YES

NO

If yes, please give details
Please ensure that the child carries his/her medication and prescription to the camp. The same will be deposited with the campus chief
and issued as per requirement.
Has the participant been hospitalized in the last year ?

YES

NO

If yes, please provide details on a separate sheet.
In case of an emergency whom do you want us to contact? Please mention a number that will be available 24x7.
Name

Tel.

Land Line (compulsory)

Note: If your child uses prescription glasses, please have him/her carry an extra pair. We do not advise lenses to be carried in the wilderness.

Register on www.edterra.com

Or call +91- 9711 615 892 for assistance
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Payment and Cancellation:
CALCULATE YOUR PROGRAM FEE

Discounts :
EdTerra Alumni Discount (PC): Any child
who has been on an EdTerra journey
through school or through a GoDirect
program is entiled to a Rs.1500 discount
on the program fee. Please mention the
journey and the year of travel on the
form.

Program Fee (Based on the camp
selected)
Less discount (if applicable)
Travel Fee
S.Tax @ Rs.9%

Referral Discount: Any participant
referring a friend can avail an additional
discount of Rs 500/-.

Total Amount to be paid

Payment:

Parent Consent

We accept cheque, credit cards (except
Amex), cash, DD in favour of EdTerra
Edventures Pvt Ltd. payable at New
Delhi. We don’t accept part payments.
Participant is registered only after the
payment is made and cleared.

Cancellation:*
14 days prior to departure, Rs 2000/will be deducted.
Within 3-7 days of departure 50% of
the entire fee paid shall be deducted.
In the last 2 days prior to departure, no
refund is applicable.

*Cancellations shall not be accepted

over the phone. A mail has to be sent by
the parent himself/herself at
godirect@edterra.com, mentioning the
name of the person in whose name the
refund cheque will be drawn. EdTerra
shall calculate the refund from the date
of receiving the mail and not phone call
or sms. The refund shall be made within
7- 10 working days from the date of
cancellation.

* EdTerra can cancel/ call off the
program under the following
circumstances:
Threat towards political unrest/natural
calamities/any unforeseen
circumstances/situations that can affect
the safe conduct of the programme.
In case EdTerra fails to meet a minimum
group size.
Note: EdTerra under no circumstance
can be held responsible for any natural
calamity/political unrest or any act of
God that occurres during the journey or
program. However, in an event of any
untoward incident (during the program)
EdTerra will ensure that the best
possible measures are taken to keep the
child safe and secure.

TM

505-507, Vikrant Tower
4 Rajendra Place
New Delhi - 110008 India
Ph: +91-488 858 00
Email: godirect@edterra.com

Register on www.edterra.com

I, the parent/guardian of
.......................................................................
is willingly enrolling my child for an
EdTerra Go Direct program, an initiative
of EdTerra Edventures Pvt.Ltd.(hereafter
referred as EdTerra). I acknowledge that
I have gone through the Registration
Form and declare that I have thoroughly
gone through all the Payment Terms and
Conditions.

I understand that I will bear the cost of
bringing my child/ward back from the
camp in case she/he is caught carrying
or using alcohol, cigarettes, drugs or for
unacceptable behaviour towards other
participants or staff during the camp.
I understand that EdTerra Edventures
Pvt.Ltd. will not be held responsible for
the loss of money or any valuables that
my child may be carrying to the camp.

I fully understand the inherent risks
associated with the outdoor based
adventure programs in hilly terrains. I
also understand the inherent risks
associated with rail and road travel.

I agree to all the rules and regulations
regarding participation, fee payment
and cancellation policy, having read
through the details and understood the
same.

I am satisfied with the safety standards,
practices and norms followed by
EdTerra Edventures Pvt. Ltd., having
sought all necessary information
required.

I have explained to my child that she/he
is expected to participate in all the
required activities in the program and
adhere to camp rules and regulations.

I release, indemnify or hold harmless
EdTerra and its affiliates (which term
shall include all companies which
directly or indirectly own or control
EdTerra and/or are owned or controlled
by EdTerra, as well as any other
company which is in any other way
associated with, or affiliated to EdTerra,
regardless of in which country the
company in question is registered, and
their respective directors, officers or
employees and agents) from any and all
claims arising from or in connection
with any personal injury, bodily injury,
mental anguish, emotional distress,
physical property or any other damage
whatsoever that My Ward has suffered,
or may suffer, while on an EdTerra
Journey.
I have specified whether my child
suffers from heart related issues or
epilepsy and I have provided all relevant
medical details in the Registration Form.
I have read and filled the medical details
form carefully.

I permit EdTerra Edventures Pvt.Ltd to
use or publish any photograph or film or
use any comments or quotes made by
my child /ward during the camp.
EdTerra may use my contact
information to inform me about its
future journeys, programs, etc.

---------------------------------------Signature (Parent/Guardian)

---------------------------------------Name (Parent/Guardian)

---------------------------------------Relationship with the participant

---------------------------------------Date

/edterraindia

@edterra

Or call +91- 9711 615 892 for assistance

